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Ok golf nefertari oasis secret holes

Here's a guide for the first 25 secret holes at OK Golf. Special thanks to the Touch Arcade forums for helping to find them. Secret course Hole X (To cheat or not cheat) Found in the main menu Go to the main menu, click plus (+) in the upper left corner, and open the credits (?). Click Cheat to unlock all courses to move to a secret, unmarked hole. Long Lake County • Georgia,
U.S. Hole 10 (Winding Road) Found on a secret hole in the titras (cheat or not fooled). On the fourth platform in the trees. Hole 11 (Are we still?) found on Hole 4. Outside the white void. To the right of the first bend in the fairway. Desert Canyon • Arizona, U.S. Hole 10 (Road less drove) found on Hole 3. Outside the void behind the green. Look in front of the starting tee. Hole 11
(Nice View Up Here) Found on Hole 5. Outside under the shadows of 2 small cacti on the hill to the right of the starting tee. It's very hard to spot, even with the screen brightness turned to the max. Outside the void behind the green. Hole 11 (Pond Life) Found on Pahoehoe Ridge Hole 10 (Abandoned Course) In the void behind the green right. I recommend chipping on the left as
this will make it easier to position the camera. Pahoehoe Ridge • Hawaii, U.S. Hole 10 (Abandoned Course) found on Hole 6. At the top of a large cliff in the central lake. Hole 11 (Beach Vacation) Found on Hole 10 (Abandoned Course). Out of bounds past the water on the small beach left off the starting tee. Hidden under the shadow of a rock ledge. Buchan Bay • Aberdeen,
Scotland Hole 10 (Tightrope) Found on Hole 3. Far beyond the green. You will need a full shot of power to reach it. Hole 11 (Fort Forth) found on Hole 3. Hit the ball through three windows with pink lilies to make the hole appear. They will appear near the center of the hole using a Y-shaped set of walls and towers. First hit the ball through the window frame with the lily in it. The
screen should flash. Next hit him through the top window at the site closest to the tower. The screen should flash. Next hit him through a large arch. The screen flashes again. Near the tee there will be a cup off course. Step back to the tee and sink it. Miami Palms • Florida, USA Hole 10 (Omega Golf) Found on Hole 9. In a rough tree on the peninsula at the back right of the level.
Hole 11 (Wave) Found on hole 10 (Omega Golf) Located behind a skyscraper on a small patch of coarse. Oakford Woods • Somerset, England Hole 10 (The Storm) Found on Hole 3 Hit the ball toward a rock with a pink lily in the centre of the card. After the screen flashes, hit the ball toward the rock that appears in the river. After the screen flashes, hit the ball toward the third cliff,
which appears at the end of the river. A secret hole now appears past the river in a white off-limits void. Hole 11 (Model City) Found on Hole 4 Hit through the log cabin between two houses behind the trees. After the screen flashes, hit the ball to a tiny circle of trees. Once the screen flashes again, diving the ball into the hole behind the tiny house next to the water. Paris rooftops •
Paris, France Hole 10 (FLVCTVAT NEC MERGITVR) Found on hole 11 (Déjà vja), hidden under a hedge on a ledge near the tee. Hole 11 (Déjà vu) Found on hole 7 hidden in trees next to 4 water puddles. Kaski Pass • Grandaki, Nepal Hole 10 (Base Camp) Found on Hole 6 Look to the left of the tee in a canyon with a river. The hole is on the beach near the edge of the map.
Hole 11 (Yakkity Yak) Found on Hole 3 Outside at the base of the cliff at the back right of the map. Hallows Creek • Colorado, USA Hole 10 (Scarecrow Maze) Found on Hole 7 Located in the right corner of the map in a patch of coarse haystack, near scarecrow. Hole 11 (Ruins of Despair) Found on Hole 10 (Labyrinth Scarecrow) Hidden in trees behind green in the back corner of
the map. Hole 12 (The Hole Truth) Yuovlastaslu Park • Lapland Hole 10 (Gift Bag) Found on Hole 6 Next to a slee near the green. Between two trees. Hole 11 (Yule Log) Found on Hole 9 Under santa hat on White House stick. Hole 12 (Icebergs ahead!) Sources This game is not yet available on Steam We are going to provide you with additional content and a discount based on
the number of people wishing to take us to the release date! Tier 1: 1K wishlists = 1 new rate (bringing the total run to 17) and a 10% discount on release ( 1 week )Tier 2 - 10K wishlists = 1 new rate, custom golf ball skins, 20% release discount ( 1 week )Tier 3 - 40K wish lists = 2 new courses, custom golf ball skins, 30% release discount ( 1 week )Wishlist us now and join the fun!
And meet the team at Discord OK Golf HD is a relaxing game of golf that plays miniature courses - a unique blend of real golf and mini golf with a few hidden treasures for good measure! No Caddies. There are no clubs. Just you and the ball. Play a quick round on beautiful DIOrama courses inspired by classic golf destinations and enjoy the Zen moment while you play golf
steeped in the soothing sounds of nature. With more than 170 holes played in 16 courses, the OK Golf is a full-fledged golfing experience in a miniature package. Enjoy the beautiful visuals and relaxing sounds of different places, so you can be on your favorite golf course from the comfort of your own home. We've improved the look of the game for the big screen, and touched
almost every part of the game, so it looks and plays better! Play with simple controls - aim, pull and release to shoot the ball and find the best path to birdie each hole. Easy to learn, but hard to put (t) down. Unlock holes as you progress through the game and find secret holes hidden throughout the game to unlock new areas. Challenge yourself and test your from the
championship and the time of the game. Compete in online multiplayer or play locally locally split screen or hot seat. New multiplayer mode: KO Golf - a dash of past dangers, gaps and insidious friends. Blast your opponents off course, or into the hole! Alternatively, you can now customize your ball to touch the personality! Minimum:Storage: 2 GB available space
Recommended:Windows 10 (64-bit)Processor: intel i7 @ 2.6GHz or higher Memoria: 2 GB RAMGraphy: nVidia GTX 480DirectX: Version 11Story: 2 GB of free space For this product no reviews
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